
 
 

 
 

Who We Are: 

Duende International is a distinguished Garment Manufacturing Unit situated in Sialkot, Pakistan. We 
are specializing in producing top-tier Work Wear Products with an unwavering focus on Quality, 
Innovation & Customer Satisfaction. Our commitment to excellence sets us apart as a leader in 
delivering work wear solutions tailored to industry needs. 

Furthermore, as a country Pakistan is offering one of the cheapest raw materials globally and a low cost 
of doing business which allows us to offer better packages to our customers than our counterparts in the 
rest of the world hence, with a quick response time we provide extremely effective product offerings on 
both quality and prices to our customers, which is critical in the current environment. 

Company Overview: 

Name:    Duende International 

Location:   Sialkot, Pakistan 

Founder:   Yasir Ehsan 

Email:    info@duende.pk 

Contact Number:  +92 321 6107100 

Industry:   Garment Manufacturer 

Product Focus:  Work Wear Products 

Product Range:   

Our extensive product range showcases a diverse selection of work wear solutions designed to cater to a 
wide range of industry requirements. Our offerings include: 

 WORK WEAR 
Coverall, Trousers, Bib Pent, Vest, etc 

 CHEF WEAR 
Chef Jacket & Coats, Aprons, Skull Cap etc 

 MEDICAL INDUSTRY 
Lab Coats, Scrub Suits, Medical Gown etc 

 SPORTS WEAR 
Uniforms, Active Wears, Yoga Wears etc 

 CASUAL WEAR 
Hoodies, Polo Shirts, Tees, Tracksuit etc 

 SAFETY WEAR 
Safety Jackets & Trousers, High Vis 
Garments, etc 



 
 

 
 

Production Capacity: 

Duende International's manufacturing facility showcases the 250 + machines that play a crucial role in 
crafting high-quality work wear products. This includes a variety of special machines like Automatic 
Single/Double & Three Needle Machines, Automatic Waist Belt Machine, Automated Eyelet, 
Automatic Bartak Machine, Automatic Plastic and Steel Button Machine, Automatic cropping 
Machine, and many more. 

Duende International's comprehensive array of specialized and standard machines underscores our 
commitment to producing work wear products of the highest quality, durability, and functionality. These 
machines, operated by skilled artisans, ensure that each item leaving our facility meets the rigorous 
standards that define our brand. 

Why Duende International: 

Passion and Commitment: At Duende International, our dedication to crafting the highest-quality 
products drives our every endeavor. We are committed to surpassing the expectations of our esteemed 
clients by consistently delivering work wear that epitomizes quality and durability. 

Quality Excellence: Quality serves as the bedrock of our operations. Our rigorous quality control 
measures are meticulously implemented at each production stage to ensure that every product leaving 
our facility aligns with international standards of durability, comfort, and functionality. Our rigorous 
quality assurance processes assure customer satisfaction. 

Competitive Pricing: Duende International offers a reliable source for quality work wear products at 
competitive prices. We comprehend the significance of providing cost-effective solutions without 
compromising quality, making us the preferred choice for businesses seeking affordable, high-caliber 
work wear. 

Customization and Versatility: We acknowledge the significance of work wear as a representation of 
identity and professionalism. Our in-house customization and branding services empower clients to 
personalize their products with logos, names, and other pertinent details. This customization fosters 
team unity and reinforces brand identity. 

Client-Centric Approach: Clients are at the heart of our operations. By listening attentively to their 
distinct requirements, we tailor our solutions to meet and exceed their expectations. Our unwavering 
commitment to delivering on-time and within specifications has fostered a loyal clientele. 



 
 

 
 

Global Outreach: While headquartered in Sialkot, Pakistan, Duende International has garnered a global 
reputation for excellence. Our work wear products are entrusted by businesses across diverse industries 
worldwide, including healthcare, hospitality, education and industries. 

Contact Us:  

Are you seeking a manufacturer that provides top-quality work wear products at reasonable prices? 
Your search ends at Duende International. Connect with us to discuss your work wear needs and witness 
the transformative impact of our commitment to quality and service. 

Address:  Garden Town, Buttar Road, Street # 1, Doburji Malliyan, Sialkot-Pakistan. 

Email:   info@duende.pk 

Phone:  +92 321 6107100 

Elevate your workforce's image, comfort, and safety with Duende International's premium work wear 
solutions. 

 


